This study researched the jeans street fashion for young men looked like 20s and 30s in Seoul, and analyzed jeans by silhouette by fit and color by washing. The photos were of jeans from the waist to the bottom; and among a total of 1,159 images, 847 images that could be analyzed were selected and used for the analysis. From the images used in the analysis, the jeans fits were categorized according to silhouette and color that were used for the visual selection. As a result, young men preferred fashion jeans like slim or skinny jeans. Most of the tight fitting skinny and slim jeans were slim baggy style jeans, like low waist & long rise with a low back york, which was a key trendy pants style. The jeans color analysis by washing finish showed that dark jeans were most frequently, most of the dark jeans had the original denim color based on the non or normal wash techniques. It is hoped that the results of this study can be used as basic data for the development of designs for jeans brands.
Ⅰ. Introduction
The recent men's fashion trend in Korea is changing as fast as the women's fashion trend and tends to be identified with the latter. Trendy such, men who used to be insensitive to fashion now lead the fashion market more proactively than women, and the men's fashion market has become diversified and subdivided 1) . Accordingly, the fashion market for men's wear has emerged as a new trend.
Until now, the market for men's wear had been dissected into formal brands and semi-formal casual brands. In keeping with the current market trends, the growth of formal brands has dwindled, whereas that of the market for casual brands has been further subdivided into unisex casual brands and semi-formal casual brands, a move led mainly by specialty jeans brands. Also, the recent changes in the social atmosphere, such as the five-day workweek and class system, energy-saving policies due to global warming, and other uniform work simplification policies has become a key factor of the growth of the casual wear market, which is changing men's clothing style.
Among clothing items, jeans are popular with both the young and old as well as between men and women, because they can be easily coordinated with other items regardless of the time and place. Consequently, jeans have become key fashion items.
Previous studies on jeans have focused on jeans design patterns
, fashion design using
, analysis of women's jeans style
, and surveys on men's denim fashion . Due to such a unique weaving technique, denim has a unique blue .After the pre-processing (scouring and desizing), the stone process is performed. It is important to have enough pumice stones. Once the conditions are set, the machine is run to create even and elegant patterns. If run for a long time and excessively, however, the jeans' bottom or waist line may be damaged. The resulting color is blue, brighter than with the normal wash.
Stone Bleached
Bleaching is done to mask damage and remove the pigment in textile, and decoloring refers to all processes that use bleaching agents. It can create a brighter and cooler blue color than can stone wash.
Bio Wash
This can produce the same effect as that of stone wash (in terms of the color or pattern) but with cellulase, not stone, and results in a smoother finish and a softer color than with pumice stone.
Bio Stone Wash
By appropriately mixing cellulase and pumice stone, both the rough worn-out effect of stone wash and the soft color of cellulase finish can be produced with this technique. The degree of the worn-out effect in the color and surface can be controlled according to the intended design.
Chemical Wash This washing technique in which bleaching agents are used is suitable for partial decoloring and creating patterns or wrinkles.
HardRock Wash, Snow Wash This can produce an older look than the existing jeans washing techniques.
Over Dyeing Wash
An additional dyeing process is performed on products after the washing finish, like bio wash or stone wash, to produce a unique color on top of the original denim indigo color. This is an advanced washing process that combines washing techniques and dyeing techniques to satisfy consumers' need for diverse colors.
Sand Wash
This technique involves washing jeans after cutting parts of it with abrasive sand shot with compressed air. It can produce a worn-out look on the hips and thighs.
Brush Wash
This technique consists of three processes in which a sandpaper brush, a short brush, and a chemical brush are used to produce a worn-out look.
Cat Wash
This processing technique forms a pattern that looks like a cat's whiskers by brushing the wrinkled parts of the jeans with sandpaper to decolor them so as to create the whiskers pattern.
Embossing Wash
This is a processing technique that creates a naturally worn-out look on the lower abdomen, the back of the knees, and the bottom. After creating wrinkles on the jeans parts that need processing, wrinkle-free agents are applied; and after heat-setting, sandpaper is used to brush out the parts. The silhouettes, as shown in of this study are as follows.
The frequency of jeans by silhouette was highest with the regular straight jeans at 49.1%, followed by slim jeans at 46.4% and skinny jeans at 4.5%. About 50% of young men preferred a basic jeans style with loose fit, such as regular straight jeans, and the other 50% also preferred fashion jeans like slim or skinny jeans.
Most of the tight-fitting skinny and slim jeans were slim baggy-style jeans, like low-waist & long-rise with a low back york, which was a key trendy pants style.
The jeans color analysis by washing finish showed that dark jeans were most frequently worn at 57.5%, followed by medium jeans 
